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How fake societal systems are used to SMART 5G and LED kill us 

No politician, judge, royalty or GOD is going to save you from 

SMART 5G LED genocide 
 

Why not? 

Because the systems of politics, parliamentarism, money, laws and religions are all fake, 

fraudulent and criminal, run by an equal fraudulent freemason system we know as state and 

government, which are occupying our countries on behalf of all states’ owners: the Vatican, 

European royalty headed by Buckingham Palace, in cooperation with the Rothschild banking 

family with associates. These systems were invented to hide from us who is really controlling 

the world from behind the scenes, allowing them to constant point their finger at others for 

their own crimes. These are the ones who invented systems and laws to take away your 

Creator-given rights to coexist as equals on our planet. These are the ones exploiting your 

rights, stealing your income as well as your country’s resources that YOU own, together with 

every other inhabitant in your country. Their systems ensure you never work out this out, as 

those employed in them at higher levels are sworn by oaths to prevent you from learning the 

truth.  

The same triad owns all parliamentarian politicial parties, yes, all parliamentarian political 

parties. Politics is controlled opposition. The House of Lords or The Senate in America 

ensure that as little as possible happens in your favor because they have their own pockets and 

power sickness to satisfy. Didn’t you know?   

 
 

GOD is not going to save you because GOD does not exist. GOD is invented by priests 

prior to the establishment of the Vatican. When the Vatican took power over religion they 

invented all world religions so they can control the minds of every being with all sorts of 

deities and religions.  
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In the now functioning cooperative Vatican-royalty-bankster gangsters’ system, GOD stands 

for Grantor of Dominion. The Vatican uses religion to keep you in bondage to their fake 

GOD. And the price you have to pay is to pay taxes to both the Vatican and royalty. All 

religion, like parliamentary political parties is controlled opposition to prevent you from 

seeing the real criminals behind them.  

The Vatican GOD was invented to keep mankind in bondage to a very demanding GOD, who 

both demanded tax and sent people out to fight wars to enslave country after country on 

behalf of their Catholic church. 

 

These were sent out on crusades all over the Middle East headed by kings, whose knights 

became the first freemasons. It is this freemason system that control our society’s political, 

judicial and monetary systems, to mention a few.  

Their MASTER-SLAVE mentality goes all the way back to Babylonia when they invented 

their GOD, Lucifer. You need to know that top members of the aforementioned triad 

(Vatican, European royalty and the leading bank families, together with freemasonry in the 

higher grades) cultivate their own GOD, the fallen angel Lucifer, alias their "grantor of light" 

better known as satan. They are indeed satanists and pedophiles and the two often go hand in 

hand. As you now know pedophilia and satanism is common amongst the rich and famous as 

Jeffrey Epstein and Prince Andrew reveal. Others are Jimmy Savile, and there’s another 

member of royalty, Prince Charles. This is the kind of people you royal worshippers support.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fxb9qyFPdXw 

Today’s Maritime Law is based on old Talmudic Laws with its division of class between the 

rulers (masters), and everyone else their slaves (us). The Talmud accepts bestiality, sex and 

murder of small children. This sick doctrine was later intertwined (by their descendants in 

Rome) into their creation of Canon/Roman Law/Maritime Law and explains why prominent 

judges, royalty, the Vatican, top politicians, bankers, high-ranking freemasons and secret 

services etc today know that GOD/Allah etc is an invention and not reality, and keep their old 

satanic pedophile rituals alive. Their practices of pedophilia and human sacrifice remain 

unchanged from the time of Ancient Babylon to this day, and it is their descendents who run 

the world and are enforcing the SMART 5G LED weaponry on you with the assistance of 

their political puppets and fake legal system. 

Jesus was not impressed by what he saw in his lifetime. He was an enlightened dissident, 

trained by the Essene, that criticized the Roman Empire. Their reaction: "You cross us, we 

cross you!" (crucify you). And so they did, and then sanctified him for all the world to revere 

and worship.  

Now you know that GOD and religion are inventions to keep us in bondage (= control us) 

with their deities, don’t hang onto that crutch. No Vatican created GOD is going to save your 

life from the forced-upon-you SMART 5G LED genocide weapon they are rolling out now. 

However, ONE Creator self IS real as an omnipresent self-aware energy being, Creator of all 

Creation in All-known-space.   

The law that apply on Earth and everywhere else in All-known-space is the Law of ONE that 

say that no one is above and no one below another, as all are equal and that no one, or group 

of ones, have the right to decide over any other one than themself. This is why the Vatican 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fxb9qyFPdXw
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invented their own GOD and their own monetary and legal systems based upon Maritime 

Law, (also known as Law of the Sea/Canon Law/Roman Law), making us worship their 

invented GOD to keep them in power, hiding the reality of ONE Creator self from mankind 

and appointing themselves as our rulers. The number of religious worshippers of GOD in all 

their many names is evidence of the power they have over large numbers of our brothers and 

sisters on Earth.   

 

In order to save your life you have to wake up to reality: we are surrounded by fake 

religions, a fake monetary system, a fake legal system in addition to fake "news" that is 

paid for and scripted by those intending to kill us for profit - repeating the same 

propaganda and lies as our politicians do - in their equal fake governments. This is 

reality - as is the fact that your fake government is run by party-handpicked politicians 

that you get to vote from, thereby making certain their freemason buddies always stay 

in power in politics and the judicial system.  

  

 

You don’t get to be anyone of importance in politics unless you are a freemason - which is the 

triad’s vehicle for suppressing, robbing and now slaughtering mankind – for profit. 

Parliamentary Ministers are rooted in the Vatican Maltese Order of freemasonry, and that’s 

why you have the red cross on the white background on the English flag – and a red cross 

hidden on many other countries’ flags and organizations, such as The Red Cross.  

Today’s states are zionist/globalist run dictatorships that use fines to force you to obey, and 

do not hesitate to use false charges, their fake legal system with its fake corporate/maritime 

courts to imprison you, or even assassinate you - if you get in their way.  

States are private owned companies called corporations. Each state is part of the THE state = 

the Vatican State, and therefore a ration of the Corpus (the body) = corpo-ration. These 

occupy your country on the aforementioned triad’s behalf - posing as a service administration 

for you and your country - while they steal large parts of your wages through taxation and 

through you having to buy their overpriced products - from their private-owned companies. 

The hard truth is states don’t even need your tax money - because the monetary system 

operates entirely on fake, worthless digital money! Taxation is pure theft and your work 

is free labor and slavery for their companies and services. 

"Leaders" such as Queens, Presidents, Prime Ministers and the like all fly down to Rome to 

meet the Pope upon taking up office. Now you know why. Your country, on the other hand, 

is the land belonging to the living human beings who are born and raised in it, with equal 

rights to all the country’s natural resources.  

One fraction of the New World Order is run and controlled by zionists. Today Israel is 

controlled by Nethanyahu, and every Bilderberg and Vatican operated politician goes there to 

pay their due to them, which is the fourth force to reckon with in today’s world ruling cabal.   

Those making up these four fractions are the people that want our world to themselves - and 

that’s why they are deploying the SMART 5G LED weapons system against us - along with 

more dangerous medication, vaccines and poisonous agents in food than ever before.  
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You may wonder: "If this is all true, surely I would know?"  

You don’t know these facts because if you did none of us would ever vote, respect these 

systems and those behind them, and we would have united worldwide in cooperation to 

remove them, long ago. They employ millions worldwide, outplaced throughout society, to 

suppress the truth and keep us disinformed through their fake lies and emotion-arousing 

propaganda to get our support to, for example, attack and destroy innocent countries and 

people on behalf of the Bilderbergs – so they can steal the resources and hand them out 

through fake concessions and contracts – to profit them. Make no mistake, the Pope, royalty 

and all western political ministers and important scientists are in on it, for personal profits. 

 

These are also behind the CO2 and the climate change scam, both of which are created by 

geoengineering, and now assisted by 5G. They can create tsunamis, earthquakes, volcanoes, 

floods or extreme drought to ensure their fake propaganda lies become "real", thus allowing 

THEM to tax us with their fake taxes. This is worldwide theft through taxation. 

 

At the same time they brainwash our youth in their mind-controlled schools to not want CO2, 

parallel to not learning anything about reality, such as the fact that our nature depends on CO2 

in order to produce oxygen - for us to be able to breathe. Without oxygen we die. Without 

CO2 nature dies. Do you see how they operate? They use their geoengineering technology to 

manipulate the climate, and the SMART 5G LED system steals oxygen from the air and fries 

the atmosphere, creating higher temperatures. Do you now see how they operate, or do you 

still believe their lies?   

The legal system 

 

As with politics the entire legal system is fraudulent. Despite what you are led to believe, 

Common Law is not in use, it’s just an illusion you learn at school, just like the lies that 

parliamentarism is good for you, and that politicians work for you - to ensure you never take 

the time to check the real facts! Today politicians are being used as the driving force in the 

roll out of the very dangerous SMART 5G LED genocide weapons system, aided and 

abetted by the fake legal system. 

Let’s take a look at how SMART 5G LED technology has been proclaimed "unharmful" and 

set up everywhere without your permission: 

 

As you may already know, politicians, city councillors and the like, in the globalist run part of 

the world, are repeating the same parrot lies as the military-industrial-pharmaceutical 

complexes’ owners and their mainstream media: "5G is safe and it’s great and we’re going 

ahead". This is how they go about it:  

Step 1) The technogiants’ bribed researchers are paid to get the "right" research = "It’s safe!" 

(by the way politicians and the triad own these companies or are large shareholders in them). 

 

Step 2) The technogiants use their own (or bribe the right) regulatory freemasonry bodies to 

set the legal (= fake) maximum considered safe exposure levels to radiation to a MUCH 

higher level than what is safe - and abracadara - now extreme dangerous levels of 

radiation are categorized as safe! 
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NB: AS OF MARCH 2020, the paid-and-bought for genocide-supporting ICNIRP 

(International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection) have more than doubled 

their definition of what is safe exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields, as British 

microwave weapons expert, Mark Steele, confirms here.    

 

Step 3) Politician lawmakers then write various papers proposing the 5G go-ahead based on 

their own pretailormade research, now with radiation declared "unharmful". 

 

Step 4) The same people both write and pass fake laws allowing the SMART 5G LED life-

threatening weapons system to be erected anywhere, and quess what, there’s nothing you can 

do about it – according to their fake law! Did you know that? This is politician-abetted 

genocide. 

Now knowing all the above, take a look at the following excerpt from MP Gareth Johnson’s 

letter (shown left):  

https://www.icnirp.org/
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"Considerable research has been carried out on radio waves and the Government does not 

anticipate any negative effects on public health. I understand that existing technical standards, 

that take into account international guidelines and research on non-ionizing radiation, are 

expected to be followed… " 
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MPs have clearly been instructed to write standardized letters with "It’s safe, we 

support it and we decide over you" to all that are anxious about 5G, no matter what MP 

(see second sample below).  

 

 
  

 Do you still believe politicians work for you?  

 

 A search with the text 5G on www.gov.uk reveals a long list of posts relating to commercial 

interests in connection with 5G and related technologies. Do you still believe politicians and 

government work for you? 
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Surprise, suprise Public Health England will "monitor available evidence" = controlled 

opposition, part of the government's corporations (there are no governments, only 

corporations posing as governments - it's all fraudulent). This is all about commercial interests 

at your health’s and life’s expense - from imposters working in an imposter system - claiming 

they represent and work for YOUR interests. Let’s look at the MPs’ letters in light of the 

fraudulent legal system.  

Legal name fraud is one of many layers of deception in this fraudulent system, turning you 

(through stealth entrapment) into a non-living entity (according to them), an alias, called a 

"PERSON" with a person number, tax number, social security number, passport number, bank 

card number and the like – in order that they, according to them, can push their fake laws and 

monetary system on you - to enslave you. At the same time their fake law system gives them 

indemnity – their system does not apply to them. Great isn't it? Not. 

Do you still think politicians and judges, barristers and lawyers work for you? This is 

professional entrapment from professional swindlers – just like lawyers’, barristers and the 

police pestering you for a signature. These are all profesional swindlers who earn huge sums 

of money at your life’s expense – but none of them are immune from SMART 5G LED 

radiation - indeed the police will die first - because of their TETRA equipment. 
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The legal system’s Admiralty/Maritime Law, with its roots in Talmudic Law, is also known 

as Law of the Sea (or of the Dead). This is a complex system of entrapment, deceit and 

trickery hidden in language with the use of ALL CAPS (Dog Latin), also known as SIGN 

LANGUAGE. There are many layers of deception, here are just a few examples: All words 

starting or having "con" in them, ending in -ly and lie as well as specific phrases, terminology 

and the layout, con-tent and form of documents and words with maritime terminology such as 

bank, embankment, dock, dockument (document) and currency. This is why printers have a 

paper feeder option called LEGAL to meet requirements for their fake Maritime Law. 

 

The trickery of the fake legal and monetary systems is intertwined. Banks force you to be a 

title: MR/MRS/MS attached to an ALL CAPS NAME, so you no longer are a living human 

being, according to THEM, so they can plunder and do to you as they please, and do.   

Fortunately many worldwide are now aware of this scam, thanks to those dedicating their 

lives to revealing it, amongst them American Jordan Maxwell, Australian Santos Bonacci and 

Romley Stewart and English Jamie Bennett. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AXFoqArHZ4 

 

Like politics and royalty, the legal system was created and got its acceptance through 

the use of brute force, suppression and murder, to force us to submission and accept 

their societal systems and ownership to our land. These systems have existed so long that 

few question their validity today. They are taken for granted - a tragedy. 

  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AXFoqArHZ4
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Judges by the way are imposters, and they know it - and prove it by taking on their wigs 

and robes so they no longer can be associated with their human self - and instead pose as a 
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strawman in service to their masters. 

 

Those in the upper echelons in the political, legal and banking systems are professional 

swindlers and imposters - who earn huge sums of money to keep you in the dark about the 

reality of their league of lies system of law and banking.  

These are aiders, abetters and protectors of the the most horrendous crimes and 

criminals on Earth, protected by their freemason-run police chiefs who command their 

unknowing officers and constables to commit crimes against us. A known example are 

the attacks on Tommy Robinson. 

 

Note, by the way, that the police do not work for us, but the triad owning them. They are also 

self-employed WITHIN the police. Did you know that? That’s why they harass you for 

nothing – and earn money from each con-frontation they con-coct so they can fine you -  

according to their fake laws. It’s all about entrapment. 

In courts every lawyer must swear on oath to obey the system and rever reveal the truth (to 

us). The entire system works because of your lack of information about how fraudulent this 

system is, as well as their use of intimidation (they make you so frightened you end up going 

to their Court = Caught, where they benefit and earn a fortune from their fraudulent system). 

Having read so far you now know you are enslaved in tyranny run by a few thousand 

politicians on behalf of their upper echelon masters. 

  

 

If you value your life you must stop respecting these systems, and those behind them.  
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Royalty, papacy and politicians are parasites that believe they are superior to everyone else 

when they are not - as all are equal - the same goes for all in so-called positions of power. 

Their parasitic systems and those running them serve themselves at our expense.  
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We don’t need these parasites or their fraudulent systems. They have appointed 

themselves our bosses, and use this power to suppress and rob us while filling their own 

secret bank accounts around the world.   

 

You now know politicians in government are, for the most part, freemason traitors, are not 

our bosses and have no right to appoint themself "GOD" with powers giving them the right to 

decide for us, or kill us.  Don’t be afraid of fighting these criminals – you will die anyhow if 

you do nothing - so you have nothing to lose. If we join together worldwide we can easy 

outnumber them 10,000 to 1. Honest policemen and women and those in the forces 

(military) worldwide will die with us unless they do their job and arrest these mass-

murdering criminals in their respective country.  

The bottom line is: Do you want to live or die? It’s that simple. The Bilderberg group’s 

Agenda21 = 2021. This is the year they intend to mass assassinate humanity. Take steps to 

save life, or die. 

If you are not willing to do what it takes to stand your ground, take your power and Creator 

given rights back, start cooperating with others to get rid of today’s suppressive freemason-

run societal systems set up by the Vatican in cooperation with royalty over time – and put an 

end to these self-appointed suppressive royalties and deities and their banking/finance/ 

business/political and judicial systems - you’re dead in x number of time. 

When we have saved our lives by removing these technologies and those behind them we can 

have countries run by honest people – us - rather than the pedophiles, satanists and and mass-

murderers of today. The roll-out of SMART 5G LED genocide has revealed for all that 

politics and all the other systems written about here are a lie. When these are removed we 

have a golden opportunity to set up a new and fair-for-all society system based upon real 

direct democracy. Read about the ONE World Society direct democracy model here:  

Immediate steps you can take NOW to save life:  

1. Send this pdf/email/linked document to all you know, and ask them to forward it to 

everyone THEY know and so on.  

2. Set up a local activists group where you live and share this information.  

3. Inform everyone in your neighbourhood/street/workplace of this horrible truth. They 

need to know to take steps to protect themselves. 

4. Coordinate your local group to go door to door to everyone in your street/block. Get 

others to take the next street etc.  

5. Hold emergency meetings in your village, town, city, where you work, schools, 

kindergartens and hospitals. Some of these are already under massive radiation attacks 

because of cell ‘phone towers on their roofs.   

6. Demand that schools immediate remove all cell ‘phone towers and wifi and hold your 

children at home until this action is taken. 

7. Crowd your city council with your demands of removing and destroying all SMART 

5G LED technology weapons in your area where you live. Tell your politicians that 

their job is to represent your needs and desires where you live and not to interact and 

cooperate with big technocratic businesses to profit THEM.  

8. If your city councillors or local politicians do nothing to remove, destroy and destruct 

(to melt) this genocide technology within one week, we need to take action and do it 

https://infowarriorsofnorway.com/articledetail/one-world-society-for-all
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ourselves. Everyone must come together and set up a strategy plan for their 

neighbourhood to remove all lethal technology in your own home, streets and 

neighbourhoods before this technology takes us to our grave.  

9. If city councillors or local politicians fail to remove, destroy or destruct (to melt) this 

genocide technology within a week or so, retain them using civil arrest for their failure 

to respond to stop genocide, and take action to remove technologies that are killing 

you, including them. They will thank you in the aftermath for saving them and their 

families. 

10. Get an emergency generator and share electricity with neighbours. 

 

FAILURE TO ACT MAY RESULT IN BRAIN CANCER AND DEATH.  

 

Alex Jones' (InfoWars) 5G Special 

https://www.brighteon.com/6045843679001 

https://www.brighteon.com/6024697818001 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jODoxkGd8Rk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4D4d6-YBRn0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_soH8IWCoM 

https://the5gsummit.com/?fbclid=IwAR1ocWCtzxdhuRLlVSGrQ-

GxmtEenC2DZoFR6TDlDahpw-vsz8ldoLcHcjg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AY56fZOc-Q 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoWLxxYtSmU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lumRu-NkQu8 

https://www.saveusnow.org.uk/ 

https://www.5gawareness.com/ 

https://justiniandeception.wordpress.com/ 

https://humansarefree.com/2019/05/exposed-all-queens-agents-and.html?m=0 

 

https://www.brighteon.com/56654081-2060-4639-9334-ec634cb113f6
https://www.brighteon.com/6045843679001
https://www.brighteon.com/6024697818001
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jODoxkGd8Rk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4D4d6-YBRn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_soH8IWCoM
https://the5gsummit.com/?fbclid=IwAR1ocWCtzxdhuRLlVSGrQ-GxmtEenC2DZoFR6TDlDahpw-vsz8ldoLcHcjg
https://the5gsummit.com/?fbclid=IwAR1ocWCtzxdhuRLlVSGrQ-GxmtEenC2DZoFR6TDlDahpw-vsz8ldoLcHcjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AY56fZOc-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoWLxxYtSmU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lumRu-NkQu8
https://www.saveusnow.org.uk/
https://www.5gawareness.com/
https://justiniandeception.wordpress.com/
https://humansarefree.com/2019/05/exposed-all-queens-agents-and.html?m=0

